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Greetings to the Avacal College of Heralds from HL Rowyn Arden the Bard, Kingdom of Avacal
Submissions Herald.
The following submissions will be forwarded to Laurel on the Avacal external letter dated
2015-12-31 and are taken from the Avacal KLoI of 2015-11-17.
Forwarded to Laurel Sovereign of Arms:
1. Albrecht von Rügen -New Name.
2. Avacal, Kingdom of -New Order Name.
Sphinx and Cartouche, Order of the
3. Avacal, Kingdom of - New Badge.
Quarterly argent and Or, on a lozenge gules a tower argent.
This submission is to be associated with White Tower of Avacal, Order of the
4. Avacal, Kingdom of – New Badge.
Quarterly argent and Or, three eagle's claws conjoined to sinister wings in pall
inverted tip to center gules, each maintaining a quill sable.
This submission is to be associated with Avacal College of Scribes and Illuminators.
5. Lochlainn Dubhghlas -New Name & New Device
Per pale argent and vert, two badgers rampant addorsed sable marked argent and
argent.
6. Maria De Vera della Cava -New Name & New Device
Argent, two flaunches azure, three dragonflies sinister bendwise in pale sable.
7. Tonis van Hoorn -New Device
Per chevron vert and argent, in base three annulets interlaced one and two within a
bordure sable.
The following submissions were Returned for further work.
None.
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The following submissions were Pended from Kingdom of Avacal.
1.

Albrecht von Rügen - New Device
Argent, an annulet of chain Or upon an eagle head sable contourny issuing from a
base, in chief a Coronet sable voided.
SENA A3.C indicates "Voiding and fimbriation may only be used with ordinaries or
simple geometric charges when they are part of a primary charge group. Peripheral
ordinaries may not be voided or fimbriated, nor may other secondary, tertiary, or
overall charges"
However, it further states "Voiding and fimbriation is generally used with a single
central charge. For this reason, using voiding or fimbriation with charge groups that
contain more than three charges will only be registered with documentation of such a
pattern."
In this case, we have a voided crown drawn as "secondary" which the above does
not really allow; however, if the crown was drawn as a co-primary, then the second
section can be invoked.

2. Avacal, Kingdom of -New Order Name & New Badge
Gesellen des Adler aus Avacal
Does not meet SENA NPN.1.B.2 "The designators for order names must follow a
documented pattern for medieval order names. The standard designators are Order
and Award. Any pattern suitable for one such designator is suitable for the other.
These designators may take the lingua Anglica form, using the forms above
regardless of the language of the substantive phrase."
In Appendix E Section B. "Award and Order Names: The appropriate English and
lingua Anglica forms for order names are Award and Order. Terms like Company,
Companions, and Defenders are not registerable as designators for orders and
awards. Company is allowed as the designator for household and association
names. Companions can be used to describe the members of an order, but such
terms were not used in order names, and will not be registered. Defenders may be
used in the substantive element of an order, but may not be registered as a
designator."
SENA NPN.1.C.2.f "Name phrases may be created from the registered forms of
SCA branches. Only the exact registered form of the branch name may be used, in
the lingua Anglica form "of Branchname". Translated forms will not be registered
under this allowance."
As the name is Pended, the Badge, [Fieldless] an eagle rising reguardant contourny,
wings elevated and addorsed. cannot progress.
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